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Overview of Magento Plugin features 
1. Magento Installer + Add menu option 

2. Seller Registration - w/o Validations/Validations 

3. Dashboard 

a. Dashboard: Products view page - with filters, View and columns 

b. Publish items to customer Webapp/Marketplace Webapp with pricing details 

c. Unpublish Products 

d. View Offers + Accept/Reject Offers 

e. Inventory Sync 

f. Publish items: Pricing Models 

 

 

Magento Installer + Add menu option 

For seller to access the BuyR seller portal, a BuyR plugin designed for Magento will be provided 

which will be installable via the Magento stores. Once the plugin is installed on the Magento store, 

seller will be able to see the ‘BuyR’ option in their menu and can access the BuyR seller portal.  

Seller Registration 

To access the BuyR seller portal, sellers have to register their account with BuyR in a simple 4-step 

process. There are 4 sections for which the seller needs to provide information as listed below:- 

1. Account Details 

2. Business Information 

3. Subscription Model and 

4. Financial details 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Account details 

 

- Mandatory details for the page are first name, last name, email, password, confirm password 

and checkbox for Terms and conditions 

Business Information 

 



- 3 sections information needs to be provided for this form as mentioned below:- 

a. Business Information: Entity Name, Trade Name (DBA), EIN Number, Business 

phone and Admin Phone 

b. Registered Address: Street Address, Apt, Suite, Unit etc., city, state and Zip 

c. Product Origin Address: Street Address, Apt, Suite, Unit etc., city, state and Zip 

- States will be drop down with full state name, Zip: should have custom message available in 

Magento and phone will be having US format validation 

Feature Section 

User needs to select the subscription model which they would like to opt for using the seller portal 

and based on the model access level will be provided to the user. Sample mock up attached below:- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Financial Information 

 

Dashboard 

Once the seller is approved to access the portal, he/she will be able to access the dashboard section 

which contains the details of all the active products available in the Magento store. Sample design 

shown below:- 

 

- Products will be displayed in the grid with features of filters, customised view and dynamic 

column selection. User can view the product list and will be able to publish the product on the 

customer app via the publish form 



- User will click on the product row to view the publish form and will be able to see the product 

details such as MSRP, Map Price, Cost and Inventory 

Filters 

Feature to view the customised result for viewing different products on the dashboard 

 

- Fetch the fields from Magento store for filters as shown above 

- Follow ranges for ID, price, quantity and SKU.  

- Visibility, attribute set and status as drop down 

- Name currently as text 

- Apply filters to view the results in grid as per the set field values in filter panel 

View 

Feature to allow user to set different views of product selection based on different column formats 

and filter sets 

 

- User can either re-arrange the columns or apply different filters and can save the view based 

on different combinations. Default view is without any filters. 

- Powerful feature to save time for user if the query is repetitive 

Columns 

Feature to view only the selected columns in the grid 

 



- User can select the list of columns to view on the grid and apply on the grid 

Publishing Products 

Seller will be able to publish the items to be sold over the BuyR customer portal BuyR.com for the 

final customers to make the purchase of the product. There are 2 versions to release this feature:- 

i. Without Pricing Model (Current Iteration) 

ii. With Pricing Model (Future Iteration) 

Sample design attached below: 

 

- Seller can select the product which they would like to sell to their end customer. Once the 

user selects the product, a panel slides down with the details of the pricing such as MSRP, 

Map Price, cost and inventory from the Magento store. 

- Seller can then click on the button ‘Sync to BuyR.com’ to publish the item via the publish API 

available, which can then be viewed on the customer portal. Once the product is publish the 

status is changed to green, indicating the product is active on the customer portal 

- Seller can also decide to publish the product in bulk from the action button available at the 

top of the grid on the left hand side status can be changed to enabled or disabled for the 

products to be published on the customer portal. Once the user selects the multiple 

products, it navigates to publish form for each selected product and once, user saves the 

data then it will publish the product and change status to enable. 

Unpublish Products 

User can unpublish the product from the seller portal for making it unavailable on the customer 

portal BuyR.com. This will again be an API call which will be made once the user change the status to 

off i.e. disabled from the UI as shown in the design below for status column. 

 

Inventory Sync 

Seller can sell the items from different stores can be either BuyR.com, Amazon, eBay or at a retailer 

store etc. At Buyr, we need to make sure the inventory is the latest and right amount of inventory is 

displayed for the product published on the BuyR.com portal. To achieve the right inventory we need 



to keep the system synced with the Magento store, below are some of the scenarios for which we 

can track inventory:- 

a. BuyR to Magento:  
- Order Placed: When order is created in BuyR portal, we need to update Magento store to deduct 
the quantity 
- Cancelled Order: When order is cancelled from BuyR, the inventory needs to be updated in the 

Magento Store 

b. Magento to BuyR: Whenever there is a change in the Inventory table of Magento store update 

the BuyR portal   

Inventory Sync should happen for the 4 below events:- 

1. Order placed from BuyR  

2. Order cancelled from BuyR  

3. Publishing product to BuyR 

4. Inventory change in Magento Store will trigger the sync to BuyR portal of the product 

Workflow information provided as below:-  

 

 



 

 

 

Publish items: Pricing Models 

Pricing model is a feature provided to the seller to have the ability to sell their products in different 

pricing models to forecast a trend of their sales and also, have a better control of their inventory. 

There are 4 types of pricing models listed below:- 

a. Constant Pricing 



b. Sloped Pricing 

c. Tiered Pricing and 

d. Curved Pricing 

Constant Pricing: - Price for every unit sold is fixed for the respective product, which gives a straight 

line on the x-y axis graph 

Sloped Pricing:- Price for every unit changes after every sale for the respective product, the change 

value is the price provided to be decremented after every unit is sold i.e. it is positive integer ex:- 

$2/+$2 and increments after every sale if it is -$2. Generally, it gives a linear slope for x-y axis graph 

 

Tiered Pricing: - Price for incremental group of set units are defined termed as Tiered. A price value 

is defined for units in every tier, for example: 0-49 inventory Price can be defined as $50 and for 50-

100 it can be $45 

 

 

 

View Offers + Accept/Reject Offers 

Seller can view the offers received for the published products from the customers placed from 

BuyR.com and can make a choice to either accept or reject the offer. Offer details can be viewed 

from the offers column in the grid and the count of offers received in the particular column. Sample 

Design below: 



 

- Seller can either accept i.e. the offer received is of the expected denominations to the seller 

then he/she can accept the offer by clicking on the accept offer. Seller can see the offered 

price and the datetime of when it was placed with the address. 

- Seller can also reject the offer received, which will then update the customer with offer 

rejected statement in the customer portal and the customer will no longer be able to 

purchase the product at that offered price. 

 

 

 

 


